Graduate Council 2015-2016

Dr. Amy T. McCandless, Dean of the Graduate School – Chair
Dr. Jon Hakkila, Associate Dean of the Graduate School

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
SR  Dr. R. Grant Gilmore III (Art and Architectural History)

Arts Management
PD  Dr. Karen Chandler

Historic Preservation
PD  Dr. Carter Hudgins

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
SR  Dr. Joshua Davis (Supply Chain and Information Management)

Accountancy
PD  Dr. Roger Daniels

Business Administration
PD  Mr. James Kindley

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
SR  Dr. Kristen Ashworth (Teacher Education)
SR  Dr. Nenad Radakovic (Teacher Education)

Early Childhood Education MAT
Elementary Education MAT
Middle Grades Education MAT
Special Education MAT
PD  Dr. Angela Cozart

Languages MED
PD  Dr. Silvia Rodriguez-Sabater (Hispanic Studies)

Performing Arts MAT
PD  Dr. Laura Turner (Theatre and Dance)

PD =  Program Director
SR =  School Representative
Science and Mathematics for Teachers MEd
PD  Dr. John Peters (Biology)

Teaching, Learning and Advocacy MEd
PD  Dr. mutindi ndunda (Teacher Education)

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
SR  Dr. Vince Benigni (Communication)

Child Life
PD  Dr. Susan Simonian

Communication
PD  Dr. Amanda Ruth-McSwain

English
PD  Dr. Timothy Carens

History
PD  Dr. Jason Coy

Public Administration
PD  Dr. Jo Ann Ewalt

SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES, CULTURES AND WORLD AFFAIRS
SR  Dr. Félix Vásquez (Hispanic Studies)

SCHOOL OF SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
SR  Dr. Matt Rutter (Biology)

Computer and Information Sciences
PD  Dr. Anthony Leclerc

Environmental Studies
PD  Dr. Tim Callahan (Geology)

Marine Biology
PD  Dr. Craig Plante

Mathematics
PD  Dr. Annalisa Calini
PD  Dr. Martin Jones
**Ex-Officio**
Dr. Jo Ann Ewalt, Chair, Faculty Committee on Graduate Education, Continuing Education, and Special Programs.
Dr. Brian McGee, Provost, Academic Affairs
Joshua Bloodworth, President, Graduate Student Association